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	Based on the Institute of Concrete Technology's Advanced Concrete Technology Course, these four volumes are a comprehensive educational and reference resource for the concrete materials technologist. An expert international team of authors from research, academia and industry has been brought together to produce this unique series. Each volume deals with a different aspect of the subject: constituent materials, properties, processes and testing and quality. With worked examples, case studies and illustrations throughout, the books will be a key reference for the concrete specialist for years to come.

	

	* Expert international authorship ensures the series is authoritative

	* Case studies and worked examples help the reader apply their knowledge to practice

	* Comprehensive coverage of the subject gives the reader all the necessary reference material
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Genetics in Ophthalmology (Developments in Ophthalmology) (v. 37)Karger, 2003

	The objective of this publication is to enhance mutual understanding and communication between ophthalmologists, molecular geneticists, genetic counselors and biomedical researchers. In the introductory chapter, current genetic paradigms and experimental genetic approaches relevant to the nature of hereditary disorders are discussed. The...
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Matrix Algorithms, Volume ISIAM, 1998
This book, Basic Decompositions, is the first volume in a projected five-volume series entitled Matrix Algorithms. The other four volumes will treat eigensystems, iterative methods for linear systems, sparse direct methods, and special topics, including fast algorithms for structured matrices.

My intended audience is the nonspecialist...
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Business Process Outsourcing: The Competitive AdvantageJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Business Process Outsourcing (BPO) is becoming the new revolution as company's of all sizes are seeking to take advantage of this source of competitive advantage.

 This book provides a step-by-step approach to understanding the application of Business Process Outsourcing, assessing the BPO opportunity in the company, and then managing...
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Organizational Behavior: Securing Competitive AdvantageRoutledge, 2009
In today’s business environment, competition arises when other organizations seek to do what your company does, only better. Advantage is gained when you can do something your competitors find difficult to duplicate. Competitive advantage is further secured when competitors cannot duplicate your company’s special ability at all.
...
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Fundamentals of Multicore Software Development (Chapman & Hall/CRC Computational Science)CRC Press, 2011

	With multicore processors now in every computer, server, and embedded device, the need for cost-effective, reliable parallel software has never been greater. By explaining key aspects of multicore programming, Fundamentals of Multicore Software Development helps software engineers understand parallel programming and master...
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Discovering Requirements: How to Specify Products and ServicesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
As information technology grows in power and reach, systems become more ambitious and more tightly integrated. The discipline of defining - or, perhaps, engineering - requirements becomes broader and deeper: it now embraces almost every project that aims to define a human or technical need and to find a means to satisfy it.

Inevitably,...
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